
#include<iostream> 

 

using namespace std; 

 

// Below is the function solving the problem which returns pair of movies to 

watch 

pair<int, int> solution(int time, int a[], int n) { 

    pair <int, int> p = {-1, -1}; 

    int maxi = time - 30;  // Should finish the movies 30 min before flight 

lands 

    int maxTillNow = 0;    // variable storing sum of movies of max length, 

currently 0 

    for(int i=0; i<n; i++) { 

        for(int j=i+1; j<n; j++){ 

            int total = a[i]+a[j]; 

            if(total<=maxi && total>maxTillNow){  //If this condition meets 

updating maxTillNow 

                maxTillNow = total; 

                // Updating the pair p below 

                p.first = i; 

                p.second = j; 

            } 

        } 

    } 

    return p; 

} 

 

int main(){ 

    int flightDuration;           

    cin >> flightDuration;      // Taking the input, total Flight Duration 

    int numberOfMovies; 

    cin >> numberOfMovies;      // Taking input, number of movies in the list 

    int durations[numberOfMovies];    // Make an array storing duration of 

movies 0 to n-1; 

    for(int i=0; i<numberOfMovies; i++) { 

        cin >> durations[i]; 

    } 

    // Now using our function to solve the problem 

    pair<int, int> ans = solution(flightDuration, durations, numberOfMovies);   

    cout << ans.first << " " << ans.second << endl;      // Printing the 

solution 

    return 0; 

} 

Function Explanation: 
Here we are running a for loop from 0 to n and within it again nesting another for loop inside it. In this 
way we are calculating all the possible pairs and returning the most optimal one according to the 
question, i.e. the pair of two movies such that watch time is maximum and should finish 30 minutes 
before the flight lands. 

Main() Explanation: 
In the main function we are simply taking all the required inputs and then running the function simply. 

Note: Here the program also takes the input -> number of movies available, because it is necessary 
for the subsequent input i.e, list of movies to be inputed. 

Below is the screenshot of Input and Output: 



The first input is flight duration. 

The second input is total number of movies available. 

The third input input line is list of duration of all movies from 0 to n-1. 

 
 


